
MARRIAGE WAS firmly established as a sacrament in the Romanian Lands
in the second half of the 17th Century as the result of a process of liturgical reform
that was concluded in 1706, when Antim Ivireanu, Metropolitan of Wallachia,
published the edition of the comprehensive office book, the Moliftelnic, he trans-
lated from the Greek Euchologion printed in Venice in 1691. Our paper will
first examine the Byzantine and Roman traditions of the liturgy of this sacrament,
but also their hybrid adaptations by the Slavonic manuscripts used in the Romanian
Church prior to Antim’s edition on the one hand and, on the other hand, by
the Latinizing liturgical reshuffling undertaken by the Metropolitan of Kiev
Peter Movila. The edition of Metropolitan Antim was frequently reprinted dur-
ing the 18th Century, starting with the Bucharest version of 1729 and was also pub-
lished in Moldavia under the aegis of Prince Constantine Mavrocodat.1 It not only
unified the liturgical language of the two Romanian Lands, but also instituted a
common social and institutional discipline of marriage that endured into the pres-
ent times. Our main concern will be to determine the sources, genealogy and shape
of this discipline, as well as its early impacts on Romanian society.

Byzantium and the rite of marriage

N othing reflects better the notion of marriage a particular Church abide
by than the liturgical texts each tradition proposes to the faithful in order
to perform the rituals of engagement and wedding. Such liturgical

ceremonies emphasize not only the sacramental character of the bond between
a man and a women – and in so doing, its legitimacy through the offering of
the sanctifying grace – but also realize the publicity of wedding and its subjec-
tion to the Church’s moral rules. Last but not least, the ritual itself, relying on
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a complex liturgical symbolism, was proposing an institutional model of mar-
riage meant to shape the behavior of the persons concerned.

In this regard, some elements do singularize the Eastern tradition in com-
parison with the Western one.2 First of all, the Eastern liturgy had a key role in
dispensing the relevant elements of the canon law in the Byzantine and Post-
Byzantine societies. Liturgical life was not limited only to churches and monas-
teries, the liturgy and the different services could be fulfilled also in chapels
and private houses3.

In the Latin Church, before the 13th century the wedding ritual was part of
the Missal, along with other rituals fulfilled before the church’s doors, ante val-
vas ecclesiae.4 The explanation of this fact is that, even being part of Missal,
these rituals had not fully gained the liturgical character that will characterize
them later. Once the consent of the couple was given expressly before the priest,
there followed the celebration of the liturgy with the blessing of the bride.
This special blessing had a central role in the first stages of the ritual and it
continued even in the Ritual of the Gregorian Reforms. The phrase said by
the priest Ego coniungo vos, along with the invitation to the grooms to unite
their hands (right hand), is confirmed for the first time by a Ordo from Rouen,
from the end of the 14th century.5 Also in that century, the wedding ritual took
its place in the Rituale, alongside other liturgies called “votive”.

In the Post Tridentine age, the Pro Sponso et Sponsa wedding ritual was the one
provided by the Roman Ritual from 16146, which was encoding the medieval
ordinance (Ordo): the mutual exchange of consent, the holding of the hands,
accompanied by the sacerdotal phrase: Ego coniungo vos, the blessing of the bride’s
ring and the final phrase. Despite its unifying character, the Roman Ritual
does not dissolve, in the spirit of the Tametsi decree of the Trent Council, the
laudable habits and ceremonies (laudabiles consuetudines et caeremoniae) that might
have been used in different places: vel aliis utatur verbis iuxta receptum unius-
cuiusque loci ritum ... .7 The ritual was performed out of the liturgy and, when was
sharing the same body with the latter, the readings were provided by the Letter
to the Ephesians 5, 22-23 and Matthew 19, 3-6.

The richness and the beauty of the liturgical symbolism of the Eastern ritu-
al, which is composed of three acts (engagement and wedding prayers and the
prayer for cleansing of the 8th day8) and which Byzantine origins go back to
the 9th century, make the service much more complex than the Latin one, more
ample, more rich in prayers and references to the union between Christ and
Church.9 If the Latin ritual assimilates the wedding contract in simple liturgi-
cal formula, the Eastern one remains close to a “poetic” vision of the union between
man and woman, grounded in a profound theological reasoning. In the opin-
ion of the chaplain of the British community from Sankt Petersburg, John
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Glen King, member of the Antiques Royal Society, the wedding ritual is more
antiquated and so, the most curious amongst the Eastern Church’s services:
“In all the ofices of the Greek church, there is not perhaps a more curious service than
this of matrimony, nor any which carries more genuine marks of antiquity”.10

Although it was recommended to all the faithful of the Eastern Church, it
seems that the wedding ceremonial was not considered absolutely necessary to
validate the contract of wedding. At least not until 895, when the LXXIV and
LXXXIX Novells of emperor Leo VI the Wise, strengthened in 1084 and 1092
by emperor Alexis Comnen,11 deemed it mandatory. Leo VI’s Novells were
establishing that the engagement be blessed by the Church (betrothal and bless-
ing) and have the value of wedding,12 but they did not prohibit that the service
be celebrated by the priest at home or in private chapels. The great stages of
the engagement and wedding ceremonial are fixed up already in the 9th centu-
ry, as do show some of the answers given in 866 by Pope Nicolas I to Tsar
Boris of Bulgary and to Fotios, patriarch of Constantinople.13 The third chap-
ter of this writing is dedicated to engagement and wedding. The engagement
is based on the consent of the two, underlined by the gesture of the groom
who puts on the bride’s finger the anulus fidei ring, the first mention in Medieval
Western Europe, in a religious context, of the ring with this value of vow.
Then, the grooms go to church, where they are given the blessing and, if it is
their first wedding, a veil is put on their heads et vaelatem caeleste suscipiunt.14 The
veil ritual is not a liturgical act, but it is the expression of the mutual consent,
according to Pope Gelasius’ testimony (8th century).15 This veil (velamen), where-
with the bishop was covering the bride’s head and the groom’s back must not
be confused with the bride’s veil, of Roman origin (flammeum). After this, the
grooms go home wearing the crowns that are kept inside the church (Post haec
autem de ecclesia egressi coronas in capitibus gestant, quae semper in ecclesia ipsa
solitae reservari), which shows that the ritual of crowning the grooms was in
use also in Western Europe in the 9th century.16

As a matter of fact, the manuscript tradition of liturgical ceremonies goes back
also to the 9th century. The first Western canonists (Leon Allatius in the 17th

century and Giovanni Battista Pitra in the 19th century) who were concerned with
the history of the service of marriage assign the composition of engagement
and wedding rituals to Methodios, patriarch of Constantinople (842-846).17
Otherwise, the jurists have emphasized the terminological difference between the
two Byzantine rituals (of engagement sponsali and of wedding) and the mod-
ern terminology.18 A short philological digression would enable us to understand
the crystallization of engagement and wedding services in the Eastern tradition
until the 17th century. The oldest Greek manuscript containing a Byzantine
Euchologion that includes also the wedding sacrament is Codex Barberini Gr.
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366,19 of the Vatican Library. It reproduces, in the oldest shape, the version called
“of the Great Church of Constantinople”. The first printed philological review
of a number of seven Byzantine manuscripts belongs to Jacques Goar, Euchologion
sive rituale Graecorum, published in Paris in 1647.20

The liturgical ritual from Codex Barberini Gr. 366 begins with the prayer of
the blessing in house, which indicates very clearly that the ceremony was not held,
at its origin, within a sacred space. The engagement prayers were separated from
those of the wedding itself, the latter already containing the common communion
from a chalice. In the 10th-14th centuries, the engagement service receives an impor-
tance equal with that of the wedding service, preceded by the same recommen-
dations and the same impediments.

Only in Russia, even until the end of the 17th century, the Church’s presence
at this moment of life continued to be optional21.

The liturgy of the wedding with blessing as well as the committing of the serv-
ice (Euchologion) of engagement and wedding is enforced in 17th century Wallachia
by the 204th chapter of Îndreptarea Legii (The Guidance of the Law, Târgoviºte,
1652). It contains two Novells, “tiposite ºi ijderite” (which means for mulated
and revealed) by Leo the Wise and by Alexis Comnen: “Când se face nunta cu
tocméle subþiri, dã nemic, proaste, fãrã de molitve ºi fãrã blagoslovenie, dupã aceea, unul
de altul dentr-amândoi de sã va cãi, atunce neapãrat se dãspart ºi va lua bãrbatul altã
muiare ºi muiarea alt bãrbat. Iar de sã vor fi fãcut molitve, blagoslovenia, mãcarã
de nu sã vor fi ºi împreunat, atunce nunta acéea la acel bãrbat ºi fãméie easte pre
lége ºi lãcuinþa nedãspãrþitã ºi niminea nu poate sã-i dãsparþã” (when a wedding
is held without prayers and blessings, this will result in the grooms’ separation
and each other’s marriage with a different person. If the wedding is held following
the church rule, than nobody will be able to separate those grooms, despite of
the consummation of the marriage).22 From the very first sentence of the chap-
ter, it results that the wedding without prayers and without the priest’s bless-
ing is not annulled per se, unless the grooms change their minds. Instead, the
second sentence underlines that the committing of the sacrament has more
legal force than the consummation of the marriage. Even in the extreme case
of an unconsummated wedding, the couple remains legally married, through the
administering of the sacramental link.

In Transylvania, the 1675 Council, chaired by Sava Brancovici, prescribes, tak-
ing in a Protestant influence, just the utterance of “The word of God and oath
be also made, to be known what wedding is”.23

In what way the wedding ritual, as used in the Romanian lands, was reflect-
ing the particularities of the Byzantine conception on the validity? One distinc-
tiveness of the Eastern ritual was the canonical power of engagement, derived
from the fact that, in the eyes of the Eastern Church,24 the wedding and the engage-
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ment were moments of the same contract (98 canon of Trullo Council). The
same prescriptions and the same impediments were characterizing the engage-
ment as much as the wedding, which led practically to the fusion of the two
moments in two services immediately consecutive, unlike in Western Europe,
where the engagement period was longer and the liturgical moments were
completely separated. The imperial legislation (Emperor Alexis Comnen’s Novell)
tried to impose a reasonable gap between engagement and wedding, but the social
practice showed that in the middle of the 17th century the two religious cere-
monies were fulfilled in immediate succession and by the same liturgical move.25

The second particularity evoked above, the explicit absence of the two grooms’
consent, one of the foundations of wedding as a sacrament in the Post-Tridentine
Catholic practice, is somehow substituted by a series of documents and symbolic
signs implying consent, all detailed by the Slavonic and Greek Euchologions,
as well as the printed ones. However, at least in the 17th century, in the whole area
of the Eastern Church, there is no real evidence of the existence of or demand for
a consensual exchange of wills. With the remarkable exception of the religious
books edited by bishop Peter Movila26: the ring exchange, the holding of hands,
the drinking from the same Communion chalice stand for him as a genuine man-
ifestation of consent. Evan here, the impersonal formula used by the priest (is
becoming engaged-is marrying the serf of God ...) maintains the ambiguity of the
interpretation: who performs this ritual? Is it the priest or the grooms?

Peter Movila and the liturgical reform 
of wedding ceremonial

B UT LET us linger a little more on the consent matter. The one signifi-
cant exception to the absence of the consent rule can be explained through
the sway exerted by the Catholic ritual. The Trebnik prepared and print-

ed in 1646 by the bishop of Kiev Peter Movila was influenced in a significant
way, after A. Wenger’s opinion,27 by The Roman Ritual of 1614 issued by Pope
Paul V, but also by the Trento Council’s prescription, concerning the pre-mat-
rimonial catechesis of the young who intend to marry.

The Trebnik (Great Euchologion) included in the wedding ceremony, the
direct question addressed by the priest to both grooms, section taken over in
the 1677 Russian Euchologion as well. This explicit question addressed to the
plighted lovers by the priest was uttered before the reading of the engagement
prayers, after the priest censers the table and is repeated during the wedding serv-
ice, after the first group of litanies. To obtain the consent, the following question
is put: “do you want voluntarily and unconstrained ... to take ... to be your
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wife ...” And the answer: “I do, devout father”. To those that marry, the con-
sent is asked from each in turn, in their language, first from the man and than
from the woman: Po skonçanïi æ e slova, bßprawaetß Iereu æ enixa ruskimß
æzykomß glagolå: Mae˛ß Imrhkß bolÓ dobr¤Ó i neprim¤˛on¤Ó i post
umyslß ponåti sobh za malæ onk¤ t¤Ó Imirhkß, kotor¤Ó t¤tß peredß soboÓ
vidi˛ß? Maü, belebn¥i �teçe.28 The free expressed commitment of each groom
was marked through the oath formula: ˘ Imrhkßver` sobh tebe Imrhkß za
malæ onk` i ˛lüb`ü tobh milost, vhr`, i `çtivost malæ ensk`ü a ix tebe ne�p`w`
aæ do smßrti ...(I, such, (take) you, such, as wife and to your wedding (I prom-
ise) mercy, faith and honor and I shall not leave you until death).29 The priest
holds both their hands, saying: Eæ e Bogß sßçeta, çalßvekß da ne razl`çae ß
(That what God united, man shall not separate).

Before beginning to print the engagement and wedding service, the metro-
politan bishop of Kiev makes available for the priests and other bishops the
necessary knowledge for understanding the mystery of wedding as well as a num-
ber of indications referring to the control of the canonical conditions necessary
to the fulfillment of this service.30 In another place of the Euchologion,31 he
selected and restored the principal canonical sources of the sacrament of the wed-
ding, which are the basis of this preliminary canonical inquiry: the 47th and
49th Canons of the Saint Apostles’ Rules, the 7th Canon of the first Ecumenical
Council, the 48th Canon of Laodiceea Council, the Canon referring to wed-
ding of Neochesareea Council, Timothy’s Rule, patriarch of Alexandria and
the 111th Canon of the Carthage Council. The last one was concerned with the
unction and grooms’ Communion. After the enumeration of the canonical sources,
follow the elements that define wedding as a sacrament. The wedding is “The
mystery instituted by God for the multiplication of the humankind for the glory of
God and for the union between man and woman, through love and friendship and
for the help of each other”. It follows, in a Catholic spirit, the specification  that
the matter of this mystery are the man and the woman themselves: they are to
be considered properly married only after each of the two in person (“cheek”)
commit says the words: “I ... take you ... etc.”

The priest accomplishing the office verifies then if this union is voluntarily
and unconstrained by the parents, if the boy has the legitimate age of 14 and
the girl the legitimate age of 12, if the two witness the Orthodox faith, mean-
ing they recite the Credo, if they have the elementary knowledge of catechism:
Our Father prayer, Be joyful, Virgin – the equivalent of Ave Maria prayer –, the
Ten Commandments of the Church, the seven cardinal virtues. An important
obligation of the priest who commits the mystery would be also to explain to the
young grooms what the mystery of wedding means, a sort of pre-matrimonial
catechesis, inspired from the Catholic one, area from where comes also the
custom of proclaiming the wedding with a loud voice inside the church, to assure
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not only the publicity of the event, but also its legality, inviting to the disclo-
sure of a possible impediment.

The relatives and the rest of the wedding party are advised first to attend
the religious marriage from the beginning to the end, and only afterwards to feast
with the grooms and their families.

Another array of pieces of advice points to how couples tend sometimes to
live apart, which may engender a kind of discord that should not be deemed a
valid reason for divorce. Only the bishop has the competence to judge how a cou-
ple should act in case of impotence or unconsumed marriage.

The bishops should not omit to recall his flock that the blessing of the wed-
ding inside the house is no longer permitted, the proper place for the engage-
ment and the wedding being inside the church, the parish priests presiding
over the ceremony. Moreover, before the religious service, the priest has to intro-
duce the grooms into the meaning of this mystery. Also, the bishop is advised
to instruct his priests to hear the confession of the grooms, especially of women,
who should confess with much attention and repentance before the commit-
ting of the religious service, revealing all sins; the grooms should prepare them-
selves to receive the sacrament with fast and prayers and take communion before
the wedding. The bishop has to know what type of canons to recommend for
the confessed mortal sins.

Finally, the five pages of guidance end with specifications referring to the peri-
ods over the year when weddings are not permitted: in great fasts, in the fast
of the Saint Apostles, in the fast of the Dormition of the Holy Theotokos and
of Assumption.

Because this is a great mystery, the parish priests have to guide and advice
the people, so the mystery be celebrated with all the honors, in a Christian
way. In the annex of this guide, follow the degrees of kinship to the 6th relationship,
then the spiritual relationships, instituted through baptism,32 explanations of
canonical nature about adoption, “spiritual son conception”, twinning and the
“common” wedding. To clarify the degrees of kinship that forbid marriage, are
introduced passages from Matthew Vlastares’ Syntagma, from Constantine
Harmenopol’s Hexabiblos and from Theodore Balsamon.33

All these precede the engagement service34 and the wedding one,35 from which
there are missing two parts, that of the giving of communion from the com-
mon chalice and Isaiah’s dance, which very clearly show us that Peter Movila fol-
lowed the official version of the Roman Ritual for the Ruthenian Christians unit-
ed with Rome, established by the Roman Commission for Eastern Books in 1630,
different, as we will see, from the Greek tradition of the Great Church of
Constantinople.
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The Slavonic and Greek model 
in the liturgical ritual of Walachia

A MONG THE four printings published in the age of Matei Basarab after
the Ruthenian models, compiled and printed by bishop Peter Movila
(Euchologion, Liturgy book, Triodyon and Antologion), the one Slavonic

Euchologion of Câmpulung from 1635 does not hold a special place in the his-
toriography.36

The Romanian historian Petre P. Panaitescu does mention it briefly37 and
the Jesuit liturgist Alphonse Raes, connecting it to the Ruthenian printings’ cycle,
appreciates that between this edition and the Latinizing one of Movila, the Trebnik
(Kiev, 1646), there are however important differences concerning the sacra-
ment of the wedding (the presence of the grooms’ consent), the unction of the
diseased and the baptism,38 in other words the Latinizing interventions have
not been included in the Romanian book. The Slavonic Euchologion from
Câmpulung (1635) remained in use until 1680, when the edition of Bishop
Theodosie was issued, with a Romanian typical, a step of shy passing to the
Romanian versions of engagement and wedding ordinance,39 translated and print-
ed by Antim Ivireanul at Râmnic (1706) and Târgoviºte (1713).

How was shaped the Wallachian tradition of the wedding and engagement
ordinances, in comparison with the Moldavian one, represented by Molitvenicul
de-nþeles of Bishop Dosoftei (1681) and with the Transylvanian one, of the 1689
edition from Balgrad? A first answer concerns the shift from the communion of
the grooms, present in the Slavonian sources (Molitvenicul slavon from 1635,
Molitvenicul de Bãlgrad from 1689) at the three times sipping from the communion
chalice “by the country’s habit”, which appears in the Greek sources (the Slavonian
Euchologion with Romanian typical indications, Buzãu 1699-1700, translation
by Antim Ivireanul 1706, Molitvenicul lui Dosoftei, 1681). The second distinc-
tive element is the lections from the Epistles: the Slavonian editions use Epistle
to the Corinthians (chapter 7), as well as the Buzãu Euchologion (1699-1700)
and Gospel of John (chapter 2). In the editions prepared by Peter Movila, Dosoftei
and Antim, the lections are taken from the Epistle to the Ephesians (chapter 5), after
the model of the Greek editions and of the Roman Ritual from 1614. The cere-
monial of rounding the table, accompanied by the chanting of the hymn “Isaiah,
dance” is missing from the Slavonic Euchologions, including the one from Buzau,
being introduced by Antim Ivireanul in the 1706 Romanian edition.40

So, the first Romanian translation of the engagement and wedding prayers,
printed in Walachia, exceeds a little the beginning of the 18th century. The ini-
tiative and the realization of translation belong to Antim Ivireanul, then, only
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Bishop of Râmnic. He took as a model, as he confesses in the epilogue of the
Euchologion from Râmnic (1706),41 the Greek Euchologion corrected by Nicola
Glykis at Venice (1691), warning that there will be differences from the Slavonic
tradition: “This Euchologion, if you will to compare it with some Slavonic sources,
and it will be revealed that they do not mach, is following the Greek ones”.

At page 46, respectively 54, there are the ordinances of engagement and wed-
ding, translated into not a very different form from the one in use nowadays.
It is no wonder that the 1706 Euchologionwas reproduced with fidelity in Wallachia,
beginning with 1713,42 as much as in Moldavia, in successive editions, all over
the 18th and 19th centuries.43

What type of ceremonial reproduces Antim’s Euchologion? To answer this ques-
tion it is enough to consider his Greek model, of the 1691 edition, published
in Venice. According to the philological and liturgical analysis of the form of wed-
ding rite in the Eastern Church, handwritten and printed by Gaetano Passarelli,44
the form disseminated by the Venetian editions beginning with 1558, 1571, 1622,
1638 etc. and reproduced, with various rite versions in the 1647 J. Goar’s edi-
tion,45 represents a simplified formula, conventionally called type C Hellenic-
Eastern.46 In this formula, the communion from the common chalice specific
to the “Episcopal-Constantinopolitan” ritual, is replaced with the three times sip-
ping from the same wine chalice, “of the gifts blessed beforehand”; instead,
the velatio, the covering of both grooms with a veil, ceremonial respected in A
Italian-Greek tradition, mentioned by Pope Nicolas I, is removed. An impor-
tant role in the stabilization of the third type, printed in the Greek typogra-
phies of Venice and whereon Antim’s translation will impose in the Church of
Ungrovalahia, was the intervention of The Commission for Oriental Liturgical Books,
instituted in Rome in 1630, to create a Roman edition of the Eastern Euchologion,
destined to the Greek-Catholics. Expression of the care wherewith the Post-
Tridentine Counter-Reformation wished to unify and formalize the Eastern rites,
as it had done with its own rites, the commission met in 1640, chaired by Cardinals
Brancacci and Barberini. Its mission was to examine the differences noted between
the editions printed in the Venetian typographies, sponsored by the Greeks
and some handwritten Euchologia, kept in Roman libraries. Four misunder-
standings were phrased, of which two concerned the common sipping from
the chalice of “the gifts blessed beforehand” and the velatio. The two ceremoni-
al elements were excluded from the Roman Euchologion, as not being fit nei-
ther with the content, nor with the blessing character of the wedding sacra-
ment nec ad substantium neque ad sanctitatem matrimonij pertineant.47 Nevertheless,
the Greek Venetian editors did not understand to give up the chalice ceremoni-
al and the version translated by the Bishop of Wallachia, Antim Ivireanul, is
attached to this enduring tradition.
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What kinds of representations about the life a married couple were woven
through the ritual of engagement and wedding and to what extent were differ-
ent from other rituals of other confessions? Even from the level of the protag-
onists of the liturgical ceremony, it must be said that the identity and the role
of the godparents (pronubos, paranymphos, komp£rhj), was different from nowa-
days reality, as well as the mandatory witnesses from of Latin rite. The latter
had only the purpose to guarantee the legality of the wedding and they were
not attached to the grooms by a bond of spiritual kinship, like in the Eastern rite,
in which the strong relationship established through baptism was, usually, con-
tinued up to the wedding and beyond. Keepers and guarantors of the purity of
the grooms, with this mission the 4th Council from Carthage invested the god-
parents.48 The Church itself, through the ritual of engagement and wedding, was
associating the godparents to the priest, who was putting, alongside with them,
the rings on the grooms’ fingers and the crowns on their heads.49 The rare tes-
timonies from the 17th century that are available to us, lead us to believe that
the godparents did not need to be necessary a married couple, the role being car-
ried out by the godfather of the bridegroom, as do witness the chroniclers of
Constantin Brâncoveanu’s reign50 and, for the sons and daughters of lords, the
role was carried out by a man, sometimes an important churchman, who was
officiating also the wedding service. In sign of honor, the lord, alongside with
the lady were marrying the young boyar couples.51

From a liturgical point of view, in the Eastern Church, as the theologian Meletios
Syrigos formulated for the first time in Ant»rrhsic kata Kefala…wn Kur…llou
appeared in Bucharest in 1690,52 the priest is the one that manages this sacrament
and not the couple of grooms, like in the Latin rite, which outlines the lay
character of the sacrament.53

The liturgical ritual of engagement and wedding in the
translation of Antim Ivireanul

B EFORE WE begin with the sequential analysis of the liturgical offices of engage-
ment and wedding, it is proper to make an important mention. As it was
observed this far, the two prayers were making a common body, even

that in the social practice, the engagement was preceding the weeding, as a different
moment of the arrangement of the wedding and negotiation of dowry.54 None of
the data about the weddings of lords or boyars lead us to believe that engage-
ment was more than this, in any case it cannot be suspected that the young cou-
ple was taken to church in order to change rings and get the priest’s blessing.
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The engagement prayer is opened by the first typical indication, according to
which the priest has to bless the two grooms to be. In the older editions of Greek
manuscripts, there is the indication that the priest verified previously the consent
of the plighted lovers.55 The prayer focused on the changing of the rings, although
these are confirmed late in the Romanian lands and, in fact, was part of the “chang-
ing ring” match-making ritual. In the memories of Anton Maria Del Chiaro,
the ceremonial of the “suitor” enumerates, among the gifts sent by the bride-
groom to the bride on the Saturday before the wedding, next to a head orna-
ment, a golden chain, pearl sewn socks and a precious ring, which lacks though
any liturgical function.56 The engagement rings had, after that, to be changed
during the religious ceremonial. The Franciscan liturgist Jacques Goar attests
in 1647 the tradition of the differentiation of the two rings: the silver was des-
tined to the woman and the gold to the man, distinctive sign of the different
status of the two grooms in marriage.57 Commenting upon this significant dif-
ference in the old times, Tertulian suggests to the bride that she has to be restrained
by modesty: cum aurum nulla norat praeter unico digito quem sponsus opignoras-
set pronubo annulo.58 In the historical notes that he adds at the end of the cere-
monial,59 Jacques Goar is amazed by the fact that these rings, like the wedding
ones in the next ritual are no more blessed, as it used to be in the old days. Pastor
John Glen King observes that, in Muscovite Russia, this old habit was abandoned
at the time when he writes and that both the grooms wear golden rings.60 The
wedding rings are attested in the Romanian lands only in the 17th century and
some of them are of western origin.61

According to the second typical indication, the priest arranged the rings on
the Gospel,62 the gold one to the right, the silver one to the left. The candles were
held by the grooms. A rich symbolism, hidden, however, to the earthlings, was
there in all the gestures and objects that were accompanying the rite: the light-
ing of the candles at the beginning of the ritual had the purpose, according to
archbishop Simeon of Thessalonique,63 to embody the unquenched love but, also,
signified the light to guide the grooms’ steps, in order for them not to betray
the chastity of the nuptial contact. Repeating the gestures of Tobias from the Old
Testament, the incensing had to chase out the evil spirits. Before the eyes of
the two grooms it is invoked the most venerated couple of the Old Testament,
Isaac and Rebecca. From a legal point of view, the engagement ceremony and the
changing of the rings could take place when the dowry had already been agreed
on and paid.

The first prayer from the engagement service emphasizes on the goods mar-
riage is able to offer (bono conjugali) and which the Church considered neces-
sary to a happy cohabitation: to have heirs and everything needed for salva-
tion, the love of peace and help, fidelity, “to carry out into union and the strong
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faith”, honest wedding and undefiled bed and “salvation from all sick, anger
and need.”64 This prayer is followed by another one, which focuses on the
exemplary couple of Isaac and Rebecca: “because, from the beginning, You creat-
ed the man and the woman and, from You merges the man with the woman for help
and legacy of human kind”. Blessing is asked for the grooms “peaceful life, long
life, full mind, love one for each other, gift of children, unwithered crown of glory to keep
their bed untempted, abundance from the earth’s harvest to give to the ones in need
as well”.65 The prayer covers a pedagogical road from the individual goods
(long life, full mind) to those common to the couple, to reach the social rever-
beration of the family, the deeds of mercy for those in need. The second prayer
evokes practical models for “the keeping away of the danger out of those who
marry”. It is the so-called “prayer of patriarch Abraham”, which invokes, again,
the engagement of Isaac and Rebecca, ordering the engagement “to faith, union,
truth and love”, with the help of the biblical figures: Josef, Daniel and Tamar.

The wedding prayer has the following sequences66: 1. Psalm 127; 2. Litanies
for those who unite for “the togetherness of wedding”: it is asked that the
wedding be blessed like that from Cana of Galilee, full mind and harvest to the
womb, the married ones are invited to “cheer at the sight of sons and daughters”,
“to have avail of good children and life without suspicion”; 3. Opening prayer:
“the one that made woman from the rib of ancestor Adam”, then it is asked
that the marriage be blessed with birth of children, being invoked Abraham
and Sara, Isaac and Rebecca, Ephraim, Manase, Zechariah and Elizabeth; the
miracle from Cana of Galilee is also remembered; the sequence ends with
another group of requests: prayers for a pleasant life, long life, full mind, love
of one for each other into the bound of peace, gift of children, unwithered crown
and worthiness of seeing of the sons of their sons, the prayer of abundance
and blessing: “and thou give them from the dew of the upper sky and from the earth’s
fat, fill their houses with wheat, wine, oil and all the goodies to help to those in need
as well”; 4. another prayer of supplication to the Holy Spirit, that affirms that the
wedding bears the holiness of a mystery and is also expression of the natural
law, as God “is the one that gives holiness to the mystery and the one that
gives bodily law”; the blessing calls for the gifts enjoyed by the biblical couples
of Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob, Josef and Asinetha, Moses and Sephora, Joachim
and Anne, Zechariah and Elizabeth, and asks that the grooms be protected like
Noah on his ship, like Jonah inside the whale’s womb, like the three young
men from the furnace, and whishes them the joy of Saint Helen when she
found the cross, prays that the Lord may remember them, as He remembered
Enoch, Sim and Elijah and the forty martyrs, sending them crowns from the skies;
then are invoked the grooms’ parents, because the parents’ prayers strengthen the
foundations of the house; 5. another prayer that asks God to keep the two grooms
together, into the union of wisdom; 6. the crowning of the grooms: first, of
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the man, then, of the woman; 7-8 readings from The epistle of Saint Paul to the
Ephesians, chapter 5, 22-33, beginning with: “women, listen to your men”;
The Gospel of John, chapter 2, 1-11; the first text concerns the mutual duties of
both the spouses, while the second speaks about the first miracle from Christ’s
earthly life, the wedding from Cana of Galilee; 9. group of Litanies; 10. prayer
for honest wedding, undefiled bed, innocent union; 11. group of Litanies; 12.
Our Father prayer; 13. the three times sipping from “the common” chalice,
preceded by the blessing prayer of the chalice by the priest; 14. “Isaiah, dance”
chant, the priest’s procession with the married ones around the table; 15. the lift-
ing up of the crowns with the blessing “praised be you, bridegroom, like Abraham
and blessed like Isaac and may you multiply like Jacob”, “praised be you, bride, like Sara
and be joyful like Rebecca and may you multiply like Rahila”; 16. another prayer
of “blessing of their coming in and out ”; 17. another prayer in the name of
the Holy Trinity; 18. A sermon is delivered and the grooms kiss each other;
19 dismissal: the Saint Emperors Constantine and Helen and the great martyr
Procopios are invoked.

The cross and the crown, symbolic objects that fulfill an important role in
the wedding service, are loaded with positive valences. The cross, found by empress
Helen, symbolizes the hardships of marriage and must be carried by the two,
whereas the crown the grooms are wearing is a sign of the honor of the laud-
able estate they have chosen, of their maturity in the responsibility shown towards
their family, being, at the same time, according to the old interpretation of
Saint John Chrysostom, that of the sacrifice of the forty martyrs, whose mar-
tyrdom was rewarded from the sky with the eternal life crown. An expression
heavy of significance, from the end of the second prayer, turns our thoughts to
Bishop Peter Movila: “a thought making of souls and bodies”.

A moment of attention deserves the crowning time, as specific oriental litur-
gical rite.67 The evolution from the ancient legacy takes here also a different path.
If the West took over from the pagan marriage such rituals as the flower crown
of the bride and the veil (velatio), the East remained attached to the coronatio
type of ritual,68 which also gave the name of the ceremony, as well as of the very
sacrament (the prayer and the mystery of the wedding). Hence, the service draws
its constitutive elements from the Jewish wedding ceremony, from the pomp of the
Byzantine Basileis’ ceremonial,69 from the mystic symbolism of the Church (Christ’s
wedding with his bride, the Church), transforming this way, if only for a day in
a lifetime, the most humble couple into a pair of proud imperial spouses.

Having said that, let now establish in what measure the ritual of the crown-
ing of the grooms was observed and if yes, what kind of crowns were used in
the 17th century? If we would imagine that each couple which was getting mar-
ried in the church, however poor it was, was living a moment of splendor, unique
in life, when they were crowned “with glory and honor”, we could end by believ-
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ing that the prayers of engagement and wedding were the apogee of the religious
experience of the person or, even, of an entire life experience. But such a theo-
retical presupposition is almost impossible to be confirmed, to the extent we have
not found any piece from these liturgical objects (crowns), neither from this age,
nor from the next age, at least in the form we know them nowadays. Even if
we exclude the monasteries from our investigation, a place where weddings were
not supposed to take place, the parish churches, the manorial chapels and the
town churches from the 17th century do not include such items in the donation
documents of the founders and benefactors and not even in the rare invento-
ries from the 18th century that have preserved. In Moldavia, Captain Erasmus
Heinrich Schneider von Weismantel was observing in 1714 some ear crowns
on the heads of the grooms from the village where he was billeted with the Swedish
troops;70 we can suppose that only the nobility enjoyed the privilege of being
truly “crowned”, situation which does not seem singular in the Orthodox area.
In Venice, the Greeks were putting crowns of olive branches and red flowers (pur-
pureaque feta), sign of chastity, but also, of fertility, as from flowers fruits grow.71
It seems that the habit had reached also Walachia; Paul of Alep writes about
the girls from the bride’s group that “on their hair they wear golden leather or
yellow tin crowns, paper roses, made in Venice or in German Country, red flowers,
jasmine and others”.72

On the heads of the earthlings, the priest was putting crowns of simple
flowers, but what about the heads of nobles and lords? Documents of canon
law of the 17th century73 Russia prove that only nobles were getting “married”,
while the common people were content with the popular customs inherited from
their ancestors. Also from Russia comes, a century later, the news that before
being made on purpose of silver or other metal, the crowns were woven from
flowers or shrub branches: “but now, there are generally in all churches crowns of sil-
ver or other metals, kept for that purpose”.74 The testimony of the Florentine sec-
retary Anton Maria del Chiaro, from the beginning of the 18th century, assures us
that “il sacerdote pone una corona in capo di ciascuno degli sposi”.75 On the head of
voivode Constantin Serban and his bride, Circassian Nedelea (Kiriaki), patriarch
Macarie of Antioch, put, on 8 of November 1657,76 golden crowns, but the bless-
ing of the lordly pair did not take place inside the church, but in the palace.

In the second half of the 17th century, also in the Romanian countries appear
some indication in the dowry documents about a special ornament which the
bride was wearing: the veil for the head, a really tall, complex ornament in which
the veil was fastened with a tiara and fixed with silver needles with decorated
points77 “vãletura cu creºtet de argint ºî cu ace” recorded in the testament of
chief seneschal (stolnic) Dimitrie Filiºanu,78 “money per capita” remembered in
the jewels list stolen from the master of the horse (comis) Constantin Bãrbãtesu
(1712);79 as well as sovon, a piece of thin cloth which was put on the head of both
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grooms,80 reminiscence of the velatio ritual, specific to the Venetian-Levantine
liturgical service.81 Serving to a manorial wedding in Mehedinþi County, patri-
archal deacon Paul from Alep notes carefully that the bride had the face cov-
ered with a veil82. The iconographical proof from this period (the Brancovan fres-
co from the great church of Târgoviºte, the fresco from Hurezi catholikon etc.)
presents us, like in the Byzantine iconography,83 the couple from Cana of Galilee
“crowned” and the bride adorned with a short veil, the Byzantine maforion,
similar to the one displayed, for example, by empress Helen, mother of emper-
or Constantin, in the thumbnails of the same age.84

In the Jewish ceremonial, from which the dance of Isaiah may also stem, a
chalice (usually of glass) was struck down to the ground, as sign of fragility and
shortness of human life.85 Christianized, but not entirely, like in the Catholic rite,
the presence of the wine glass from which the grooms sip three times must be sym-
bolically connected to the miracle of exchanging the water into wine, foreshad-
owing of the Eucharist but, also, to the communion of the two from the same “chal-
ice” of their living together. That this symbolic relation was not clear even to the
priests, is proved by the foreign travelers’ reports, critical observers of the jokes
made by priests in the moment of wine sipping,86 quite shocking for the Catholic
missionaries, who were confusing the glass with the Eucharistic chalice.

Outside of the symbolism carried by some objects of liturgical ceremonial,
other representations are offered by human models. Many biblical couples are
brought before the eyes of the grooms and wedding party during the wedding
service: Moses and Sephora, Abraham and Sara, Isaac and Rebecca, Josef and
Asinetha, patriarchs of peoples, blessed with many children. In this regard too,
like in other rituals of the Eastern liturgical tradition (hierurgies or mysteries),
images called to animate the mind of the grooms and wedding party stand out
mainly from the patriarchal world of the Old Testament. From the New Testament
are taken as examples Zechariah and Elizabeth, Joachim and Anne, who embody
the consolation of sterility, saved by a miracle accomplished through faith.87

Finally, the dance of Isaiah with the hands put together, one of the elements
taken over from Judaism, symbolizes the way of the wedlock around a circular
axis, which enters into the same symbolism of an uninterrupted eternity to which
belong also the rings and the crowns.

The dismissal uses the invocation of Holy Emperors Constantin and Helen,88
as models for the royal honor and faith cooperation, and of Saint Procopios,
for patience in hardships. As signs of abundance and prosperity, at the moment
of the dance round the table, inside the church are thrown money and confec-
tionery, sweets with almonds and raisins, at the rich weddings, nuts, hazelnuts
and chestnuts and even loaf, at the less wealthy ones.89 Under the feet of the
grooms and wedding godparents inside the church was laid a new carpet, offered
by the godfather, “according to their lasting habit”.90 Embodiment of the start-
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ing marriage, for it is a new object, of domestic use, the ritual of the new car-
pet also receives the meaning of long blending of two destinies.

*

I T WOULD be an exaggeration to pretend that all the expressive load of the sym-
bolic cloth of the engagement and wedding service would have had a mod-
eling impact on the couples in the time we are trying to describe, if not for

the fact that their translation into Romanian exceeds the chronological limits of the
period under scrutiny. But there still remain some gestures invested with a symbolic
value, which might had impregnate deep into the memory of the couple: the crown-
ing, even if, in the poor world of villages, it was made with straw crowns, as
does consign a foreign traveler in Moldavia, the ring exchange, the dance of
Isaiah. Engraved in memory, should have survived also the characters of the Old
Testament that the grooms were advised to follow the example, the forefathers
of peoples: Isaac and Rebecca, Abraham and Sara. It is precisely the time when the
expression “when God had brought me together with my husband”91 begins to
be used in consciousness, as a discursive mark of a blessed union.

q
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Abstract
The Liturgical Service of Marriage in 17th Century Wallachia

Marriage was firmly established as a sacrament in the Romanian Lands in the second half of the
17th Century as the result of a process of liturgical reform that was concluded in 1706, when Antim
Ivireanu, Metropolitan of Wallachia, published the edition of the comprehensive office book, the
Moliftelnic, he translated from the Greek Euchologion printed in Venice in 1691. Our paper exam-
ine the Byzantine and Roman traditions of the liturgy of this sacrament, but also their hybrid adap-
tations by the Slavonic manuscripts used in the Romanian Church prior to Antim’s edition on
the one hand and, on the other hand, by the Latinizing liturgical reshuffling undertaken by the
Metropolitan of Kiev Peter Movila. Extensive examination of sources, genealogy and shape of
this discipline reveals its early impacts on Romanian society.
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